We review studies of superintense laser interaction with solid targets where the generation of propagating surface plasmons (or surface waves) plays a key role. These studies include the onset of plasma instabilities at the irradiated surface, the enhancement of secondary emissions (protons, electrons, and photons as high harmonics in the XUV range) in femtosecond interactions with grating targets, and the generation of unipolar current pulses with picosecond duration. The experimental results give evidence of the existence of surface plasmons in the nonlinear regime of relativistic electron dynamics. These findings open up a route to the improvement of ultrashort laser-driven sources of energetic radiation and, more in general, to the extension of plasmonics in a high field regime.
Surface plasmons in superintense laser-solid interactions We review studies of superintense laser interaction with solid targets where the generation of propagating surface plasmons (or surface waves) plays a key role. These studies include the onset of plasma instabilities at the irradiated surface, the enhancement of secondary emissions (protons, electrons, and photons as high harmonics in the XUV range) in femtosecond interactions with grating targets, and the generation of unipolar current pulses with picosecond duration. The experimental results give evidence of the existence of surface plasmons in the nonlinear regime of relativistic electron dynamics. These findings open up a route to the improvement of ultrashort laser-driven sources of energetic radiation and, more in general, to the extension of plasmonics in a high field regime.
I. INTRODUCTION
The interaction of sub-picosecond, high intensity laser pulses with solid targets is the basis for the generation of ultrashort pulses of energetic radiation (including ions 1,2 , electrons 3-8 and photons [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] ). The use of solid targets is complementary to that of gaseous ones, with advantages depending of the desired source characteristics and foreseen applications. Already at intensities I > 10 16 Wcm −2 the laser field is strong enough to cause instantaneous ionization, freeing the outer electrons within half a cycle. In addition, electron heating rises the mean electron energy well above the Fermi level while the collision frequency drops down in the "skin" layer where the field penetrates. Thus, any target material may be considered (at least to a first degree of approximation) as a collisionless classical plasma described by the dielectric function of a simple metal
where n e is the electron density, ω p = (4πn e e 2 /m e )
1/2
is the plasma frequency, and n c = n c (ω) = m e ω 2 /4πe 2 is the cut-off (also named "critical") density for the frequency ω.
When the laser frequency ω L is in the typical range for short pulse lasers, ω p ≫ ω L holds since n e ∼ 10 2 n c for solid materials. In addition, for ultrashort pulses (duration < 100 fs) during the interaction the plasma expansion may be negligible (and further inhibited by the intense pressure of laser light) so that the target keeps a sharp density profile with a scalelength L ≪ λ L where λ L = 2πc/ω L is the laser wavelength. In these conditions, the dielectric function jumps abruptly from unity to negative values < −1 across the vacuum-target interface, a) Electronic mail: andrea.macchi@ino.cnr.it which allows the existence of propagating surface plasmons (SPs), also commonly referred to as surface waves or polaritons in solid state physics. The SP wavevector k SP is parallel to the surface and is related to the SP frequency ω SP by the dispersion relation (see e.g. Ref. 15 , sec.2.2 or Ref. 16 , sec.68)
SPs offer the possibility of resonant coupling with electromagnetic EM radiation and to confine the EM energy within a narrow region of sub-wavelength depth, since the SP field is evanescent on both the vacuum and material sides. These properties make SPs a building block of plasmonics with several applications (see e.g. Refs. [17] [18] [19] [20] ). Exploiting the properties of SPs in the high field regime, i.e. for field strengths of the order of those presently available with multi-terawatt and petawatt laser systems, is of interest as a way to advance laserdriven sources and other possible applications which may be inspired by plasmonics at low fields. However, such perspective has to deal with both theoretical and experimental issues. On the theory side, the properties of SPs in a regime where the electron dynamics is nonlinear and strongly relativistic are not well known. On the experiment side, plasmonics is tightly related to target nanostructuring, which for instance is necessary to couple laser light with SPs (see Section II C). Obviously, nanostructures cannot survive for a long time as the material is transformed into a hot plasma. As it will be discussed in Section IV, the coupling of high intensity laser pulses with structured targets requires the use of ultrashort (sub-picosecond), "high contrast" pulses.
In this review paper, we will describe our contributions to the exploration of SPs at high fields along three lines of research. We try to keep the presentation at a nonspecialist level accessible to a broad audience, beyond of the laser-plasma interaction community. The presentation of our contributions is preceded by a brief overview of SP theory (section II) where open issues of the non-linear high field regime are pointed out. Section III will be devoted to theory and simulation studies of laser-stimulated plasma instabilities at the target surface, where the role of SPs emerged as crucial. The earliest of these studies provided numerical evidence of SPs in the relativistic regime.
In Section IV, we will review a series of recent experiments on short pulse, high contrast laser interactions with solid grating targets, aimed at characterizing the effect of SPs on "secondary" emissions. The latter include protons, electrons and photons as XUV high harmonics of the incident laser. In turn, these experiments gave the main experimental evidence of "relativistic" SPs so far.
Finally, in Section V we will review a different series of experiments where SPs of picosecond duration are excited by the transient charge separation generated in intense laser-solid interactions. In this regime, SPs have possible applications in advanced devices for laser-driven ion acceleration and generation of intense EM pulses in the terahertz range.
II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS A. Basic linear theory and issues for high fields
In this section we briefly review the well-known elementary theory of SPs and a vacuum-plasma interface and we point out issues related to an extension of the theory for high field amplitudes and in the framework of intense laser-solid interactions (basics of the latter field may be found in textbooks, e.g. Refs. [21] [22] [23] .
Let us consider a SP propagating along the boundary between vacuum and a simple metal or "cold" plasma. We assume the electron density profile to be n e = n 0 Θ(x) (i.e. the "vacuum" region is x < 0), with ω 2 p = 4πe 2 n 0 /m e , and the SP to be a monochromatic plane wave propagating in the y direction. Let the expressions for the EM fields of the SP have the form f (x, y, t) =f (x)e iky−iωt . The components of the SP fields are found to bẽ
where, posing ω 2 p /ω 2 ≡ α for brevity,
so that, using the dispersion relation (2), (α − 1)q < = q > and q < q > = k 2 . A sketch of the SP field is shown in Fig.1 . Notice that E y and B z are continuous at x = 0 while E x is discontinuous, so there is a surface charge density σ(y, t) =σe
No volume charge density exists since ∇ · E = 0 as can be easily verified. This means that in the linear model electrons not allowed to enter the vacuum region, despite the presence of a finite E x . If a finite temperature plasma is assumed 24 , the surface charge is replaced by a thin layer of charge separation having a depth of the order of the Debye length λ D = v th /ω p (where v th is the thermal velocity) but a reflecting boundary condition for the electron velocity at the x = 0 plane is still used. Such assumption is necessary in a linear theory since the equations of motion cannot be linearized for electrons entering the vacuum side. From a physical point of view, the reflecting boundary mimics a thin sheath region with an electric potential barrier preventing thermal electrons from escaping at the surface. Thus, in the presence of a driving field E x ≃Ē x e −iωt the reflecting boundary condition is appropriate only as long as the oscillation velocity v x < v th , with v x ∼ eĒ x /m e ω. However, for high fields such that v x > v th the boundary condition becomes inappropriate. The situation is analogous to the modeling of absorption of an EM wave incident on the surface of the step-boundary plasma which for low fields can be described by Fresnel-like formulas with an absorption coefficient determined by processes, such as the anomalous skin effect or sheath inverse Bremsstrahlung, which occur in the skin layer [25] [26] [27] [28] , while for high fields the nonlinear motion of electrons across the interface may lead to "vacuum heating" absorption 29, 30 (see also 21, p.161) and "fast" electron generation. Thus, one may expect nonlinear kinetic effects to cause damping of high-amplitude SPs.
Another possible limiting factor to the amplitude of a SPs comes from the condition that the oscillation velocity along the propagation direction (v y ) must be less than the phase velocity v p = ω/k, analogous to the "wavebreaking" limit for longitudinal plasma waves (or bulk plasmons). In the limit ω ≪ ω p , we have v p ≃ c so that in the linear regime a SP remains far from wavebreaking. The situation, however, may be different for SPs of relativistic amplitude for which v y approaches c.
As field amplitudes reach values of the order of m e cω/e, the electron dynamics becomes relativistic. For a laser pulse, this occurs when the dimensionless parameter
attains values a L 1. In this so-called "relativistic" regime the response of the medium is nonlinear, i.e. the current density is not linear in the field amplitude. The propagation of an EM wave in an homogeneous plasma can be approximately described by a nonlinear dielectric function
where γ e is the relativistic factor of electrons, which depends on the EM field amplitudes; as an example,
for an electron in a plane wave. This is equivalent to assume an effective mass m eff = m e γ e in the plasma frequency, which accounts for the relativistic inertia due to the oscillatory motion. Since in a nonlinear regime the response of the medium depends on the type of wave, Eq.(9) cannot be used straightforwardly to obtain a relativistic generalization of the SP dispersion relation 31 (2) . At most, the effective mass concept may be used for qualitative hints.
B. Electron heating and acceleration
SP enhancement of photoelectron emission is widely investigated in plasmonics for, e.g., the development of efficient ultrafast photocathodes [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . In laser-grating interaction experiments at low intensity, anomalously "hot" photoelectrons were observed and attributed to ponderomotive acceleration from the evanescent SP field [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] . In the high field regime, the transfer of energy from SPs to electrons has peculiar properties.
As already noticed above, electron oscillations driven across the plasma-vacuum interface by the transverse component of the SP electric field (E x in Fig.1 ) may lead to damping of the SPs and, equivalently, to the absorption of EM energy by the electrons. Thus, SP excitation may be used to enhance heating of a solid target, which is the key for some applications including proton acceleration (see Section IV A).
Since the SP phase velocity v p < c, the longitudinal electric field component (E y in Fig.1 ) can lead to "surfing" acceleration of electrons along the direction of propagation. In particular, v p approaches c for ω ≪ ω p , which makes SPs suitable for the acceleration of relativistic electrons. The situation is rather similar to the laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA) in homogeneous "bulk" plasmas 45 , and indeed to estimate the energy gain one can use a similar model exploiting the fact that the SP field is electrostatic in a boosted reference frame moving at v p . As an important difference with respect to LWFA, the rapidly evanescent transverse component (E x in Fig.1 ) drives electrons out of the region if which the SP is localized, and such effect is a limiting factor for the energy gain. Related modeling and experiments are reported in Ref. 46 .
An important aspect of surfing acceleration in laserdriven SPs is the injections of electrons, i.e. the characterization and control of optimal initial conditions. This problem was theoretically investigated in Ref. 47 which focuses on injection induced by the Lorentz force of the laser field. Another possibility is self-injection near the wavebreaking threshold in the relativistic SP regime.
C. The coupling problem. Grating targets
A key issue of coupling SPs with laser light is that phase matching (PM) between the SP and an incident EM wave is not possible at a flat interface. Assuming that the laser pulse is modeled as an EM plane wave incident at an angle θ on the target surface, the PM conditions imply the equations
where " " indicates the wavevector component parallel to the surface. Now,
In standard plasmonics, the coupling issue can be tackled efficiently by different approaches 15 . The only approach to which we will refer in this context is to replace the flat surface with a periodically engraved one, i.e. a grating. This approach is suitable for high fields since it does not need the laser pulse to propagate across a transparent medium (as e.g. in "prism coupling") which would be rapidly ionized by the laser field.
In a periodic medium with lattice spacing d, the Floquet-Bloch theorem implies that the dispersion relation is replicated as a function of the wavevector with periodicity q = 2π/d. This is equivalent to assume that the dispersion relation is folded into the Brillouin zone |k | < π/d or to modify Eqs.(10) as follows,
with n an integer number. For fixed values of ω L , d and n Eqs. (11) are satisfied for a well defined value of θ. If ω p ≪ ω L , the resonant condition is approximately given by
Usually, a grating is designed to yield resonant coupling for n = 1. Notice that Eq. (12) is equivalent to the condition that the maximum of light diffracted from the grating at the n-th order occurs at −90 • , i.e. along the surface.
As an example, Fig.2 shows results from a particle-incell (PIC) simulation of high intensity laser interaction with a grating 48 at the resonant angle for SP excitation.
FIG. 2. Two-dimensional PIC simulation of intense short pulse interaction with a grating target at the resonant angle θr for SP excitation 48 . A short pulse with peak amplitude aL = 15, waist size of 5λL, duration of 12λL/c and Ppolarization impinges on a plasma target of electrons density ne = 128nc and a sinusoidal surface modulation with pitch d = 2λL, corresponding to θr = 30
• , and depth 0.25λL. The contourplot of Bz, the magnetic field component perpendicular to the simulation plane, at two different times show the diffraction of the incident light at several orders. The n = 1 order corresponds to propagation along the surface, where intense localized fields are observed. Reprinted from Ref. 48 . Used by permission.
The diffraction of light at several order is observed, with n = 1 corresponding to the direction tangent to the surface, along which intense localized fields are observed.
In principle, the dispersion relation is affected by the surface modulation, but the corrections turn out to be of the order of (δ/λ L ) 2 where δ is the grating depth, and are thus usually negligible for shallow gratings such that δ ≪ λ L . Issues related to the exploitation of grating coupling in the high field regime will be discussed in Section IV.
Going beyond the linear regime, a nonlinear conversion of the laser pulse into a pair of SPs is possible also at a plane interface, for instance by a three-wave process in which two SPs are excited by a pump wave [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] . We named this process "two surface-wave decay" 54 although "two surface-plasmon decay" (TSPD) would be more adequate. In the case the two SPs are excited by the oscillating electric field of the laser pulse, the nonlinear matching conditions are
where ω SP,i and k SP,i (i = 1, 2) are the frequencies and wavevectors of the two SPs. At a plane interface, the electric field needs to have a component perpendicular to the surface in order to drive the electron oscillations, thus the process is possible for oblique incidence and Ppolarization.
In Section III A, we describe a particular version of TSPD 54, 55 where the SPs are driven by the magnetic force term of the laser pulse. In this case the SP ex-
citation is allowed also at normal incidence and for Spolarization.
III. SURFACE PLASMON IMPACT ON PLASMA INSTABILITIES

A. Parametric excitation of surface plasmons
Early studies of the interaction of superintense laser pulses with high density, step-boundary plasmas 56 showed the occurrence of surface rippling, which was also believed to cause a transition from specular to diffuse reflection in some experiments 57 . Within a campaign oriented to understand the origin of surface rippling, twodimensional (2D),plane wave PIC simulations showed the onset of ripples oscillating at the frequency ω L of the driving laser (Fig.3) 55 , which were interpreted as a standing, nonlinear surface wave originating from a parametric process. At normal incidence, the magnetic (v × B) force drives a plane, sweeping oscillation of the surface at the frequency 2ω L . Such oscillation can couple to a pair of counterpropagating SPs both of frequency ω SP = ω L and opposite wavevectors ±k SP . This particular TSPD process can be considered as an EM version of Faraday wave (or Faraday ripple) generation, a classic example of parametric resonance in hydrodynamics.
A non-relativistic analytic calculation of the growth rate of the "2ω L → ω L + ω L " process was first presented in Ref. 54 and later refined 58 in order to account for the effect of electron temperature and surface charges. The PIC simulations showed that the wavelength of the standing SP was smaller than the prediction of the linear dis-persion relation (2) and decreased with growing laser intensity. Qualitatively, these effects might be attributed to a nonlinear decrease of the plasma frequency, i.e. to an effective mass as in Eq.(9) due to the laser-driven oscillation in the direction normal to the simulation plane, which overlaps to the motion due to the SP field. Little may be thus inferred about the correct dispersion relation of SPs having "relativistic" amplitude.
In Ref. 58 it was also shown that TSPD in laser-solid interactions may lead to a localized enhancement of "vacuum heating" of electrons, causing the imprint of the SP wavelength on the electron distribution. This effect could play a role in the formation of "fast" electron filaments as observed in some simulations 59, 60 . A more recent simulation study 61 also suggested that a TSPD process may seed electron filamentation, modulations in accelerated ions (see Section IV A) and Rayleigh-Taylor-like rippling instabilities (see Section III B). Another study has addressed the impact of TSPD on high harmonic generation (see Section IV C) from the surface 62 .
B. Plasmonic enhancement of Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities
The issue of understanding the origin of surface ripples was further stimulated by the interest in radiation pressure acceleration [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] where the rippling instability may cause disruption of the target and affect the spatial quality of the accelerated ions 69 . In the case of thin foil targets, a Rayleigh-Taylor-type instability (RTI) 70, 71 has been considered as the most likely mechanism for the rippling onset, but purely hydrodynamic RTI models did not explain the spatial scale of the unstable mode, which was of the order of the laser wavelength λ L as observed in simulations.
The explanation proposed independently in Refs.72 and 73 is based on the coupling of the laser field with a ripple perturbation. For a 2D grating-like ripple, the electric field component perpendicular to the grooves is strongly enhanced inside the ripple valleys with respect to its value at a plane surface, so that the local radiation pressure enforces the perturbation. For normal laser incidence, Eq.12 implies a SP resonance if λ L ≃ d, which maximizes the field enhancement and produces a strong modulation of the radiation pressure on a scale ∼ λ L and gives a seed for the RTI. Figure 4 shows results from 2D simulations 72 where the the field enhancement in the ripple valleys and the growth of a RTI mode with wavelength ∼ λ L is apparent. The "plasmonic" nature of the instability is also supported from the observation that the unstable mode is first observed in the electron density. 3D simulations show that the development of the instability is affected both by geometry and kinetic effects. In the case of circular polarization, which moderates the electron heating, the plasmonic-enhanced RTI develops a pattern of hexagonal structures 72 . 
IV. PLASMON-EHNANCED EMISSION IN GRATING TARGETS
Attempts to exploit the resonant excitation of SPs in grating targets in order to achieve high absorption of intense femtosecond pulses already started more than two decades ago 74 . However, until recently experiments [75] [76] [77] were limited to relatively modest intensities 10 16 Wcm −2 because of the prepulses present in ultrashort, multi-terawatt laser system as either nanosecond pedestals or secondary femtosecond pulses preceding the main one with the highest intensity. The main pulseto-prepulse intensity ratio or "contrast" was not high enough to prevent early ionization and plasma formation, destroying the shallow gratings before the intense interaction. More recently, the development of ionization shutters [78] [79] [80] [81] , commonly referred to as "plasma mirrors", has made possible to achieve contrast values ≥ 10 12 (usually measured a few ps before the main pulse) so that in principle the prepulse should not cause any ionization in a dielectric material even at intensities exceeding 10 18 Wcm −2 , i.e. in the relativistic regime. In such high contrast conditions, it has become meaningful to study superintense interactions with shallow gratings (following the input from simulations [82] [83] [84] [85] ) and more in general with targets structured on the sub-micrometric scale [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] .
Experiments performed at the SLIC facility of CEA Saclay (France) using the high-contrast (> 10 12 pulseto-prepulse intensity ratio) UHI laser have characterized three types of radiation emission (proton, electrons, and high harmonics) either enhanced or directly driven by SPs excited in grating targets. The main observations are summarized in the following. 
A. Protons
In solid targets irradiated at high intensity, protons are produced mainly via the target normal sheath acceleration (TNSA) mechanism 2,94 (Fig.5 a) . Briefly, the "fast" energetic electrons produced by the laser plasma interaction at the front side of the target cross the latter and produce a charged sheath at the rear side. The electric field in the sheath backholds electrons escaping in vacuum and accelerates ions, predominantly protons present either as a component of the target material or as impurities. The strength of the accelerating field is directly related to the fast electron temperature, so that an enhancement of the energy of the electrons which penetrate the target is expected to lead to more energetic protons.
In the experiment at SLIC 95 , the irradiation of grating targets produced a ∼ 2.5-fold increase in the cut-off energy of the protons with respect to a flat target of the same material and thickness, at an angle of incidence equal to the value expected for SP excitation (Fig.5 b) . The measurements at different angles suggest a broad resonance, with a non-negligible contribution to heating enhancement by purely geometrical effects at small angles.
B. Electrons
As discussed in section II B, electrons are not only accelerated inside the target by the transverse force of the SP, but also experience direct "surfing" acceleration along the SP propagation direction, driven by the longitudinal field component. Fig.6 summarizes the main results obtain in a devoted experiment at SLIC 46 . When a grating target is irradiated at the resonant angle for SP excitation, a collimated bunch of electrons is observed in a direction close to the surface. This is in striking contrast with the diffuse emission from a flat target. Electron spectra show that the collimated electrons have a non-thermal spectrum extending up to tens of MeV, while for flat targets the maximum electron energies always remained below the detector cut-off. The electron bunch contains a total charge of ∼ 100 pC, which is of potential interest for applications. More recent measurements 97 show that both the bunch charge and energy may be increased by the use of blazed gratings, i.e. having an asymmetric triangular profile.
PIC simulations closely reproduce the experimental results. These are also in qualitative agreement with the predictions of the simple model of acceleration by the SP 46 , which estimates the relativistic factor of electrons γ e and the emission angle θ e (measured from the surface) as
where a sp is the dimensionless amplitude of the SP field. Simulations performed for n e /n c = 50 showed that a SP ≃ 1, so that Eqs.14 γ e ≃ 50 and θ e ≃ 8
• , which are fairly consistent with the simulation results. It should be noticed that the density in the PIC simulations is limited by computational constraints to values lower than for a solid target, and that for realistic values n e > 100n c Eqs.14 would predict much higher energies. However, achieving such energies in the experiment might be limited by the laser spot size, which is smaller than the required acceleration length 46 L acc ≃ (λ/2π)(n e /n c ).
C. High harmonics
Like fast electron generation, the emission of high harmonics (HH) of the incident laser pulse from solid targets (see Refs.11 and 13 for reviews) in the high-intensity regime is related to the nonlinear electron oscillations driven across the vacuum-target interface. Maybe the simplest model for HH generation is based on considering the collective oscillation as an oscillating mirror. An alternative mechanism is based on the radiating modes excited by the electrons returning in the target ("coherent wake emission"). In both cases, HH from a flat target are emitted in the direction of specular reflection, i.e. all harmonics are collinear. For applications, the angular separation of harmonics is desirable. To this aim, grating targets (in conditions far from SP resonance) have been used experimentally 98, 99 in order for each HH to be emitted at a particular angle determined by the diffraction grating equation.
The investigation of HH generation in gratings irradiated at the resonant angle for SP generation has the aim to combine the enhancement of the driving field at the surface with the angular separation. PIC simulations 48 have shown a significant plasmonic enhancement of the highest harmonics, with nearly two order of magnitude increase in the 40th harmonic (Fig.7) at the SP resonance peak, and for HH emission in the direction close to the tangent at the target surface. This suggests that the strongest emission may be related to nonlinear scattering by the accelerated electrons (section IV B), which cross the SP fields near to the surface of the grating. The maximum HH yield actually occurs at an incidence angle θ = 35
• slightly larger than the resonant value given by linear theory (θ r = 30
• ), which is a possible indication of nonlinear effects in SP generation.
The numerical predictions have been substantially confirmed by recent measurements at SLIC 97 . As an important experimental observation, the plasmonic enhancement of the HH signal has been observed also when a small preplasma of sub-wavelength scale was created by on the grating surface by using a short prepulse. The gain in HH intensity due to the preplasma is of the same order of that observed for flat targets 100 . This indicates that the grating periodicity was not washed out by the preplasma formation, despite the shallow depth of the grating, and that in general using suitable prepulses it is possible to optimize the laser-target coupling also in the presence of sub-micrometric structuring. In particular it may even be possible to create a transient grating in flat targets 101 . 
V. UNIPOLAR WAVES AND APPLICATIONS
The electric field generated by hot electrons in vacuum during the TNSA process (Fig.5 a) is electrostatic only in the 1D approximation. Since the sheath is limited in the transverse direction (perpendicular to the beam expansion direction), the transient charge separation acts as a dipole antenna and can generate EM waves. This phenomenon has been investigated as a possible source of THz radiation [102] [103] [104] , because the duration of the transient stage is of the order of a few picoseconds which corresponds to some ∼ 10 11 − 10 12 s −1 frequencies.
Since the antenna is localized on the rear surface of the target, which is a conductor (because it is either metallic or ionized by the strong fields), it also excites SPs which propagate away from the sheath region as shown in the cartoon of Fig.8 a) . This dynamics has been experimentally observed using the set-up shown in Fig.8 b) , where the fields propagating along a wire target 105 are detected using the proton probing technique towards the sheath region are deflected by the electric field and, in a time-of-flight configuration, produce images at different times in a stack of radiochromic film (RCF) in which each layer is mostly sensitive to a given value proton energy, hence to a different probing time. The images (Fig.8 c) show that fields are localized near to the surface and propagate at a velocity v = (0.95 ± 0.05)c as an unipolar pulse. The latter carries a net current with peak value pf ∼ 10 4 A and is associated to transient fields exceeding 10 11 Vcm −1 . Since a fraction of the fast electrons is able to escape in vacuum, the phenomenon can be described as the transient neutralization of the conductor: the SP fields produce the surface return currents which restore charge neutrality.
More recent measurements have shown that the unipolar SP can propagate over bent wires for ∼mm distance without substantial extinction or dispersion. These latter observations have been obtained in a "self-probing target" arrangement, in which a single target produces both the probe protons and the unipolar pulse, as shown in Fig.9 . In this arrangement, the wire is attached is oriented in order than the SP remains in the probe field of view during the propagation. The unipolar pulse (produced by a laser system of much shorter duration than in Ref. 105 ) had velocity v = (0.96 ± 0.04)c, peak fields ∼ 10 11 Vcm −1 , a few picosecond duration and carried a net current of some kA. If the wire is instead arranged as a coil with its axis perpendicular to the target surface, the fields of the traveling SP interact with the protons propagating inside the coil. With proper timing, the SP field can accelerate and focus a portion of the protons. This effect has been exploited to develop a novel device for ion post-acceleration, which leads to chromatic focusing and energy enhancement of the proton beam [107] [108] [109] .
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Surface plasmons of high field amplitude have been shown to play an important role in several phenomena and applications in the context of high intensity interactions with solid targets. For instance the degree of laser absorption, the efficiency of the generation of "fast" electrons and the development of instabilities may be strongly affected by the excitation of surface plasmons. The experiments with high contrast pulses and grating targets have demonstrated the surface plasmonenhancement of different types of high-energy emission, which may contribute substantially to the development of ultrashort laser-driven sources. To this aim, the very recent observations of additional enhancement effects either by static engineering of the target profile or by dynamic modification via short laser prepulses open a route for source optimization and improved control at the submicrometric and femtosecond scales. Finally, unipolar surface plasmons with picosecond duration have been exploited in engineered targets for post-acceleration of laser-accelerated protons, with further developments possible also for the related generation of intense THz pulses. These studies demonstrate the importance and potential of surface plasmon physics for the applications of superintense laser systems and also claim for improved theories of surface plasmons in the regime of relativistic electrons. We therefore expect high field plasmonics to further emerge as an important and innovative area of the field of high-intensity laser-matter interaction.
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